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It is well known that chromatic polynomials can have roots (chromatic roots) of
arbitrarily large modulus. We prove here that for any graph G and any =>0,
there is a subdivision of G all of whose chromatic roots lie in |z&1|<1+=.
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For a graph G (which has n vertices and m edges), we let ?(G, x) and
/(G) denote respectively the chromatic polynomial and chromatic number
of G. Initial interest in the chromatic polynomials arose from their obvious
connection for the Four Colour Theorem, but there has been considerable
interest in the location of the roots of such polynomials [14, 619]. It is
known (see [17, 12, 16]) that no graph has a root of its chromatic polyno-
mial in (&, 0) _ (0, 1) _ (1, 3227], and that for any *>3227, there is
a graph whose chromatic polynomial has a root arbitrary close to *.
Locating chromatic roots (i.e. roots of chromatic polynomials) in the
complex plane seems to be a difficult problem [13]. Thier [15] (see also
[11]) has shown that the roots of ?(G, x) lie within the following regions:
v [z : |z&m|m] _ [z : |z|m&1],
v [z : |z&m+n&2|m] _ [z : |z&1|m&1], and
v [z : |z&1|m&1] _ [z : |z&m+n&2| } |z&1|m(m&1)].
As noted in [7], these regions appear to be much larger than necessary.
Improving on Thier’s results, it was proved in [8] that all the roots of
?(G, x) for a connected graph G that is not a tree lie within the disk
|z&1|m&n+1. In [9] it was shown that a graph G has a chromatic
root of modulus at least (m&1)(n&2).
It is natural to ask what happens to the location of chromatic roots
under graph operations, and, in particular, subdivision. Note that the value
of m&n+1 (the corank of G if G is connected) is invariant under sub-
division, so that the bounding disk in [8] does not change as edges are
subdivided. What we will show here is that in fact every graph has a
subdivision for which the chromatic roots lie ‘‘close’’ to the disk |z&1|1
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(of course, the largest integral root of a sufficiently subdivided graph is at
most 2 as the chromatic number of such a graph is at most 3, but as Woodall
[18] showed, the (real) chromatic roots of largest modulus can be arbitrarily
far away from the chromatic number). The result is best possible as 0 is a
chromatic root of every graph.
Theorem 1. Let G be a graph with n vertices and m edges, and let =>0.
Then there is a subdivision G$ of G such that ?(G$, z) has all its roots in
|z&1|<1+=.
We proceed by induction on the corank of G, namely m&n+c, where
c is the number of components of G. As the set of chromatic roots of G is
the union of the sets of chromatic roots of its components and the corank
of G is the sum of the coranks of its components, we can assume that G
is connected. Moreover, if G is a tree, then G has chromatic polynomial
x(x&1)n&1 so the theorem holds with G$=G$ (or, in fact, any subdivision
of G) as its chromatic roots are 0 and 1. Thus we can therefore assume that
G is a connected and has corank at least 1.
We also handle the case that G has corank 1. If this is the case, then as
G is assumed to be connected, m&n+1=1. The result of [8] ensures that
all the chromatic roots lie in |z&1|m&n+1=1, so we are done (with
G$=G or any subdivision of G, as all subdivisions have the same corank
as well). Thus we assume that m&n+12.
Pick an edge e=uv that is not a cut edge. G&e has corank one smaller
than that of G, and hence by induction has a subdivision G" such that all
of its chromatic roots lie in |z&1|<1+=. Consider graph Gl , which is
formed from G" by placing a new path with l+1 edges between u and v.
Of course, any such graph is a subdivision of G.
Recall the well known deletion-contraction formula for calculating chromatic
polynomials: if f is an edge of graph F, then
?(F, z)=?(F&f, z)&?(F } f, z),
where F& f and F } f denote respectively the deletion and contraction of
edge f in F. It follows that
?(G l , z)=(z&1) l ?(G", z)&?(Gl&1 , z)
=(z&1) l ?(G", z)&(z&1)l&2 ?(G", z)+?(Gl&3 , z)
b
=((z&1)l&(z&1) l&1+ } } } +(&1) l) ?(G", z)
+(&1) l+1 ?((G"+e) } e, z)
=(&1) l+1 \(1&z)
l+1&1
z
?(G", z)+?((G"+e) } e, z)+ . (1)
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Now ?(G", z) has no roots in |z&1|1+=, so let s>0 be the minimum
of |?(G", z)| on the annulus
A=[z : 1+=|z&1|m&n+1].
Let S be the maximum of |?((G"+e) } e, z)| on A. Then it follows from (1)
that for z # A,
|?(Gl , z)| } (1&z)
l+1&1
z
?(G", z)}&|?((G"+e) } e, z)|

(1+=)l+1&1
m&n+1
s&S. (2)
It is clear that the right hand side of (2) is positive provided l is large
enough, so that for such an l, ?(Gl , z) has no roots in the annulus A=
[z : 1+=|z&1|m&n+1]. However, as noted earlier, all the roots of
?(Gl , z) satisfy |z&1|m&n+1, so that ?(Gl , z) has no roots z with
|z&1|1+=.
We conclude that G has a subdivision G$ such that all the chromatic
roots of G$ lie in |z&1|<1+=. K
We end with the following interesting corollary. Woodall [18] showed
that there are complete bipartite graphs for which the largest real root
grows linearly with the number of vertices. From our main result here it
follows that for any fixed positive =, there are large subdivisions of any
graph for which the roots all lie in [0] _ [1, 2+=).
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